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Why are we here? 

Presumably, 
to enjoy looking at art, discussing it with others and 

learning something new



I know what I like!!!!



That’s not art!!! 



SOME QUESTIONS YOU 
MIGHT ASK ABOUT 
ANY PAINTING…..



Who made it? 

What is it 
about? 

What does it 
mean? 

Where would I 
find it? 

Who owns it? Why was it 
painted? 

What’s it 
worth? 

Is it attractive? 

Does it have a 
‘meaning’? Do I like it? 



Other questions might be…..

v For whom was it made?
v When was it made?
v Where was it made?
v Is it early/late in the artist’s career?
v Is it part of an art ‘movement’?
v Did it influence others?
v Can a painting become too famous?

v How is it presented?
v Is it in good condition?
v Is it well known?
v Do you admire the techniques used?
v Is it beautiful? 
v Does it have emotional impact?
v Is it important to LIKE it? Or understand it?



How important is Art History?

J You can enjoy a piece of art while knowing NOTHING at all about its place in history. (?)
J We are NOT an ‘Art History’ group !!
J BUT - Does knowing a bit more enhance the enjoyment?  

Don’t get bogged down or feel defeated… 

Eeeek!All those ‘isms’  !!



How to find out more – from a very low starting point.

q Visit galleries and exhibitions as much as possible. (Persevere – you don’t have 
to like/understand it all)

q Join gallery mailing-lists; check the press for ‘What’s On’
q Attend local events – especially LOCAL exhibitions/Studio Open Days
q TV documentaries, especially BBC4 
q Exhibition-related films at local arts centres
q Books – use the library and local charity shops for bargains. (Doesn’t have to 

be expensive)
q U3A !!!



UNDERSTANDING PAINTINGS* –

Some things to help you………

Paintings as Objects

Pictorial Elements

* With thanks to Tony Daniels – U3A Summer School (Art History) 2019 



UNDERSTANDING PAINTINGS  - Paintings as Objects

§ Materials and techniques
§ Attribution, date and title
§ History, provenance
§ Restoration/cleaning



UNDERSTANDING PAINTINGS  - Pictorial Elements

Ø Composition
Ø Space
Ø Colour
Ø Form
Ø Tone
Ø Subject



Materials and Techniques (i)

Dependant on the period, location, technology, fashion etc

SUPPORTS – what is it painted ON? 

Wood 
Covered with Gesso/tempera, smooth, good for detail (eg altarpieces) 

Plaster
True fresco (on wet plaster eg Giotto  >  Michelangelo)
Secco fresco (tempera or oils on dry plaster eg Vassari)  easier/quicker

Canvas
Needed priming; from late C15th. Needs stretching

Paper 
Variable quality (note use of sketchbooks)



Materials and Techniques (ii)

Pigments – what is it painted with?

Mineral and/or vegetable base

Oil paints – have to be ground up and mixed with natural oils

Watercolours – especially late C18th, British landscapes, tends to fade in light

Acrylics – from 1950s, brighter colours, eg David Hockney

Guache – also water-based, denser than watercolour



Hogarth’s Studio by
Edward Matthew 

Ward (1739)



Attribution, date and title

Signature - is relatively recent practice, usually on the viewing side

Date – many artists do not date their work

Titles – only really from late C18th; often not done by artist, but by purchaser



History/provenance

May well be contentious; record of the owners of the work through its life.

Note – the power of the initial commissioner of the work (painting to order, not ‘on spec’)

Gallery and salesroom evidence; on the reverse of the painting and/or catalogues etc

Fakes???? What’s in a name?? 



Restoration and/or cleaning

Painting may not have been touched at all; 
condition will depend on its environment through time

Very variable in the quality of the work done – can do more damage than good
Techniques change through time with technology and trends

May produce surprises – especially ‘hidden’ images behind a painting



UNDERSTANDING PAINTINGS  - Pictorial Elements

‘The Language of Looking’

qSpace
qComposition
qColour
qForm
qTone
qSubject

Looking at all these individually……
What’s this 
all about?



SPACE 

Representing 3D in 2D

• Linear or single viewpoint perspective –
vanishing point(s); ‘planes’ of a picture

• Aerial perspective –
cool/pale colours in the background to fade away; less detail/definition

• Multiple viewpoints at the same time –
e.g. Picasso, Cezanne

• Imaginary space and illusions of space 
e.g. ceilings, foreshortening, following lines of real architecture



COMPOSITION

ORGANISING THE SUBJECT MATERIAL

• Horizontals and verticals
• Harmony and balance
• Curves and diagonals
• Pyramids
• Assymetric
• Colour
• Focus and definition (cf realism v impressionism) 



Las Meninas by Velasquez

Note – the creation of 
depth in the picture 
and the planes from 

foreground to 
background

Also – asymmetry – all 
the interest is in the 

lower half of the 
painting



Mr & Mrs Andrews by
Thomas Gainsborough

Note – how the 
background is paler 
and less defined –
it makes it retreat



Supper at Emmaus by 
Caravaggio

Note – the depth of the 
picture into multiple 

‘planes’ through 
perspective and 
foreshortening



The Haywain by 
John Constable

Note – the 
asymmetry and 
use of diagonals



Church of Sant Ignazio 
(Church of the Jesuits), Rome



COLOUR

There is a science to colour and how it is perceived

• Colour wheel
Analogous (adjacent colours) red/orange; blue/purple
Complementary (opposite) red/green; blue/orange

• Value of colour = light v dark
• Intensity or saturation = brightness
• Relationship between adjacent colours

There is no such thing as real colour, only perceived colour



FORM

The feeling of ‘Volume’ in a painting

Internal/external spaces

Chiarascuro (contrast light/shade e.g. Caravaggio)
Sfumato (blurring of the edges e.g. Leonardo) 



Chiarascuro by Caravaggio



Sfumato by Leonardo



TONE 

Use of contrasts of light/shade 

- To create a drama
- To express emotion
- To create atmosphere



SUBJECT

May seem the most important aspect of the painting

1. History Painting
Religious, historical or allegorical work, with a moral message.

2. Portrait Art
Includes individual, group or self-portraits.

3. Genre Painting
Scenes of everyday life.

4. Landscape Painting
Paintings whose principal content is a scenic view.

5. Still Life Painting
An arrangement of domestic objects or everyday items.



INTERROGATING PAINTINGS

JGive yourself plenty of time; don’t try to do too much;

JPerhaps pick out a small number of works in a gallery, not them all

J Look at the painting BEFORE the label

J Stand well back at first to get a general impression

JHow does it make you FEEL? 

JYour own view is as valid as any expert





Most importantly –

I hope that you enjoy looking at art -
take delight in what you see 
and learning more about it

Angie Grain


